Linking the local practices that are used to build an apparently shared identity and generate personal and group attachment towards ʽPersibʼ, a local football club in West Java Indonesia, we examine ʽbobotohʼ that use football and football fan clubs as means of creating an in-group-out-group identity. We examine concepts of fandom, identity construction and masculinity to demonstrate how the bias becomes a unifying element that can provoke conflicts. We argue that ʽbobotohʼ and ʽPersibʼ become one of the most central sites of masculine performance in West Java and socialize Sundanese boys into values, attitudes, and skills valorised as masculine to help facilitate their acceptance into social groups.
Introduction: Identity and Masculine Traits of Bobotoh
Indonesia is an ethnically multicultural nation with a great interest in football. The game is played out in a national competition, and thus provides a distinct framework for approaching subjects of identity construction, locality, and media technology. Bandungthe home of Persib is one of the cities in Indonesia where football is a cultural phenomenon. Persib, a legendary football club in Bandung, West Java, is not only a constant source of headlines and news for major local newspapers in Bandung but serves also as a defining self-image for the people of Bandung in particular and Sundanese in general. Its fanatic supporters, called bobotoh, constantly preserve and foster sports values, which become acceptable social values, such as sportsmanship, showing respect, courage and fellowship. Football in Bandung offers its young 164 male and female participants and supporters many pleasurable experiences. It serves as a medium for the identification of one's own community as a distinct entity, and one's notion of 'symbolic boundaries' such as club colours and icons which offer valuable insights into the construction of identity marking out 'insiders ' and 'outsiders' (Mewett 1986:73) .
Especially for young males, football is not only considered to bring and improve physical and mental health but also develop interpersonal relationships and generate values of masculinity. In addition to this, football as a sport, incorporates displays of strength, power, endurance, and usually involves physical violence between the participants, thereby reinforcing notions of male physical aptitude (Koivula 2001 :378, Burgess et al. 2003 . Masculinity denotes "socially and culturally constructed ideas of what it means to be male, to be a man", and it describes "the characteristics and behaviours associated with being biologically male for a given culture or subculture" (Nilan et al. 2008:211) . It emphasizes gender and the diversity of identities among different groups of men and meanings that are attached to it. In relation to masculinity and violence, Nilan (2008) also claims that violence among Indonesian youth is related to, among others, gaining and retaining prestige or status and supporting sporting teams.
We recognize that a society such as that of Bandung provides many different cultural foci for the formation of identity. Its interest is in the Persib football club as one of these, and to a certain degree we approach identity boundary-making as something shaped by the specific conditions of a football club.
In this paper, we attempt to uncover the masculine traits of bobotoh who inhabit a city in which sport, especially football, is a central institution of masculine identity formation. The discussion aims to explain why, for example, an unlawful street parade continues to exist among Persib fans in an era when commercialized football has removed types of misbehaviour and violence from the equivalent European leagues. This paper is a combination of primary library research of Internet websites, media reports, journals, and books and qualitative interviews emphasising individual accounts to contribute to a body of conceptual and theoretical approaches. The interviews were conducted in Indonesian and Sundanese (the mother tongue of the majority of inhabitants of the Western part of Java)and later translated into English -and mostly recorded with the informants' permission. Employing the concepts of maleness put forward by, among others, Burgesset al.
(2003), Messner (1992) , Koivula (2001) and Rahmati et al. (2014) , notions of identity by Mewett (1986) , localism and symbolic boundaries by Giulianotti (1999) , the objectives of the paper are to explore and explain the nexus of fandom, identity construction and masculinity as a means of understanding human engagement with the cultural phenomenon of football in 165 Bandung. The paper also aims to reveal the characteristics displayed by male bobotoh as they affiliate themselves to Persib (football fan clubs), and the ways in which the in-group boundaries are constructed resulting both in unifying and in provoking conflicts (Northrup 1989:58-61) .
The Dynamic of Identities in Bobotoh
It should essentially be understood that the word bobotoh does not refer to a particular Persib football fan club. It is a name referring to all individuals supporting Persib, whether or not they belong to Persib football fan clubs such as Viking, Bomber (an Indonesian acronym for Bobotoh Maung Bandung Bersatu -Bobotoh Maung Bandung United), and Flower City Casuals, to mention just a few.
Firstly, it should be noted that each fan club displays and retains inclusiveness of ingroup category boundaries that are important for members of each group. Viking, the largest and the oldest of the three, singles out their members by mainly the blue T-shirts designed by
Viking members and predominantly employs the symbols of the group's Scandinavian namesake, especially the horned helmet. Heru Joko, the Viking chairperson, recalls that the name Viking was chosen to signify the qualities of the notorious Scandinavian marauders of Northern Europe:
In the meeting I proposed the name Viking for the club. I elaborated in the meeting that the Vikings were known for their characteristics of being brave, strong and winners. I understood that Viking was not a Sundanese word, but it wasn't a problem because football wasn't from West Java either. It was more a matter of ensuring that the Viking spirit could guard and bring out the spirit of the Sundanese. (Joko 2017, our translation from Indonesian)
The translated interview reveals that both the name and the meaning of the club flag are not local and the reasoning is made logical as it is related to the origin of the game.
Equally sharing the iconic blue colour of Persib with Viking, Bomber provides their members with blue paraphernalia such as T-shirt, hats, and scarves. The simple, elegant centre design of their flag is the tiger skull with conical horns. Flowers City Casuals/ FCC is another case. Its membersmeaning the Casuals from the Flower City (a timeless nickname for the city of Bandung)usually travel to the stadium wearing a black jacket or shirt, Ellese track pants, and Adidas sneakers or sports products glorifying the greatest 80s fashion trends (Hadi 2017:137) . Inspired by casual youth culture in Britain, effectively started in the 1977-1978 166 soccer season (Redhead 2012:66) , FCC do not only try to adopt the casual dress styles but they also compose their football chants in English for Persib. Disbanded in 2012, the group is worth discussing for its exclusive and yet tendentiously controversial attributes, as later discussed.
Secondly, in discussing perspectives on identity construction in three different Persib football fan clubs, we would like to pinpoint references to localism and symbolic boundaries and their significant association with a local football club and the locals (Giulianotti 1999 :15, Mewett 1986 :73, Cohen:1985 . In his observation of sports clubs, Giulianotti (1999:15) believes that, in those cases where local clubs are named after local places of origin, it creates "the kind of affective tie to a specific locality that one finds in more traditional and localist societies". In relation to this, the reason why the name of Persib has constructed a bond with the Sundanese in general and with the people of Bandung in particular is palpable. The name, the particular characters and symbols of Persib have served as medium for the identification of Persib. Some of these, such as the Jalak Harupat Stadiumwhich is a nickname of a Sundanese hero R. Oto Iskandar di Nata -, are named in ways that resonate with local histories. In other words, many bobotoh, regardless of their place of birth, where they live, their gender, race or religious background, share a common identitythat of Persib supporters. They share a mutual collective identity that involves a "certain degree of emotional investment, which enables individuals to feel like part of a common unity" (Melucci 1995:45) . Within the fan club, such feeling leads to knowledge and recognition of connection, and greater propensity to the group.
It should be fair to say that the place-identity, boundary-making and collective memory of the locals are shaped by the specific conditions of a locality and football club. This also emphasizes the fact that, despite the pervasive pressures of globalization on Persib and the fans, ethnicity and place have been historically very important, and the club is still deeply regarded as a local phenomenon. In this respect, local connections remain strong and uniting, and continue into the present time. 167 The self-categorization theory also proposes that "changes in self-concept are related to changes in immediate social context" and "social identity changes as other groups or individuals enter (or leave) the relevant social context" (Levine et al. 2005:7) . In the case of bobotoh, as they register to or become the self-proclaimed members of a Persib football fan club, they have more detailed attributes that distinguish them from other group members, and that operate as an exit from/entrance to another fan club or a larger social group. The social category membership of each group (Viking, Bomber, FCC) is specified by the clothing they wear, the symbols of the flags, the chants, and, more importantly, the historical identity and collective memory of the fan club attached to them that do not only exclusively include and exclude them, but also uniquely create a sense of difference. This magnitude of in-group category boundaries which is important for each member of the groups, and not necessarily for outsiders, brings about a form of inter-group conflict and provokes inter-group animosities leading to rivalries. This is the case where identity is considered a causative agent in conflict (Northrup 1989:55) .
The in-group boundaries of FCC should illustrate this premise: while it has become typical for fans of all teams, like bobotoh, to wear the shirt of their chosen club, FCC, on the contrary, wear (counterfeit) men's designer clothing and footwear to the stadium to watch Persib play.
They do not share the blue colour or the Indonesian/Sundanese chants or other social category membership Viking and Bomber do. Apart from the fact that FCC merely incorporate patterns of British football subcultures, however, some non-FCC members are quite antipathetic for their not being thoughtfully associated with both ethnic and nationalist identities. An incident reportedly took place recently in Bandung where a group of unlawful bobotoh stormed into a private university, looking for members of FCC who presumably had fled there for safety (Ramadhan 2017) . In relation to similar conflicts, Rizki Ardi Maulana, founder of FCC, acknowledges that FCC's dress style may be the cause of fights with other fellow bobotoh, but they choose whatever clothes they want to wear on the stand. One cannot tell them what to wear, Maulana assures (Wahono and Siswadi 2017) . Supporting this, another Casual named Ardan analogizes his wearing branded clothing and watching Persib to praying: "One wears his best clothes when he prays." (Fikrie 2017) From here it should be noted that, while both general football fandom and intergroup identity are strongly held by members of one fan club and become a uniting component of identity, the latter can also be a divisive issue among different fan clubs supporting a similar team.
Another distinctive media-based finding as to the nuance and detail undergirding the argument is the fandom of bonjovi. Copying the name of the renowned American rock band, bonjovi is an original Sundanese pun and acronym for bobotoh nu lalajo di tivi (Bobotoh who 168 watch Persib games on TV). The reasons for a bonjovi not going to the stadium vary throughout the Indonesian League seasons: away games are too far from Bandung; they are unable to purchase tickets in advance; Indonesia Football Association's ban for bobotoh to enter the stadium for causing previous game incidents, and many other safety and personal accounts.
When bobotoh at the stadium voiced their disappointment by burning and throwing flares as Persib came in a 3-3 aggregate defeat at home to PBFC in 2017 Semi-final Indonesia President's Cup, Pahepipa (2017) reported:
We, Bonjovi, feel what you feel at the showcase stadium... You all must have been very disappointed.
But we are certain that all bobotohwatching the game in the stadium or on TV at homewill continue supporting Persib till we die. (our translation from Indonesian) Even though bonjovi is not like some other Persib fan clubs working under specific coordination and hierarchy, they take pride in the pun and their in-group boundaries. Many of them use bonjovi as their last names on social media, purchase bonjovi shirts (marketed by street vendors and online merchants), voluntarily compose songs about themselves and upload them on YouTube. They hardly know each other but mutually provide support in their status and comments. This self-identification and fraternity constructing a social bond generated by fandom is an obscure sense of imagined concurrence. As Anderson argues about 'imagined communities': "They do not know most of their fellow-members, meet them, or even hear of them, yet in the minds of each lives the image of their communion." (Anderson 1983:49) .
Some bobotoh who watch Persib games at stadiums, nonetheless, give just negative responses to bonjovi in their comments, especially on social media. While the latter can enjoy the risk-free games in the comfort of living rooms, coffee shops and offices with video-sharing portals and Internet while snacking and making joyful noises, the former group claims that they invariably need to exert painstaking effort and occasionally pluck up their courage: the hustling trips -especially on away game days -, the problematic purchases of tickets from scalpers, and the risk-taking encounters and physical clashes with rival fan clubs likely resulting in severe injuries and even death. To this claim, a bonjovi retorts: Make no mistake. We also put our heart and mind to every game we watch on TV. We don't just turn on the TV, prepare our coffee and sit in comfort during the game... Some of us make sacrifices by postponing or leaving our work, purchasing internet quota so that we can watch the game online, or paying substantial amounts of money to subscription-based television services for only a local football game. (Ceceletukan 2017, our translation from Indonesian) 169 The exploration of the two groups based on attendance at the stadium is again aimed to demonstrate the inclusiveness of in-group boundaries, which enables the members to identify themselves and classify other types of supporters. If this should be related to the categorisation of which group is more entitled to gain a recognition as a real supporter, a bonjovi writes:
Singing the chants and celebrating the goal with loud screams at home are as good as doing them at the stadium... And that does not mean I've failed to be a real bobotoh. For me, one can only be a real bobotoh if he is courteous, is not involved in destruction of stadium facilities and flare-lighting... (Isan 2016, our translation from Indonesian) For him, watching Persib games at the stadium alone does not make a bobotoh into a real supporter. For all that, we acknowledge that the case of bonjovi being characterised as a less committed bobotoh, for not going to the stadiums, is certainly arguable. We do not claim at this point that bobotoh watching the games at the stadiums are more committed supporters than those who do not. It is a debatable hypothesis which can only be accepted with, among others, a hypothesis-testing in exploratory researches involving statistical or empirical methods to determine who should be regarded as a true supporter in the nexus of football and fandom.
To conclude this part, the analysis of in-group boundaries developed in the paragraphs above are issues pertaining to identity construction related to affiliation, attachment, or the ways and reasons why bobotoh identify themselves in relation to other bobotoh, and to the concept underlying identity which is not exclusively about the self-concept, but also about how they behave themselves in the immediate social context and how the immediate and larger social context perceives them. In other respects, the identity formation of bobotoh needs to be understood as a practice in which the fans use social perceptions of a specific category, football fans, in the construction of their identities. The construction relies partly on the bobotoh knowledge of a fan as a social type, shared widely with other non-fans in Bandung. Thus, the conception of individual identity is a two-way process between what they think of themselves who they think they are -and what others think about them. The structure of one's identity is then "an ongoing and, in practice simultaneous, synthesis of self-definition and the definitions of oneself offered by others" (Jenkins 2008:40) . This bobotoh dynamic identity is a distinctiveness that can change and be changed, but it has a fundamental element that is consistent and remains the same. 170
Violence and the Need to Belong
In the examination of some unlawful bobotoh being associated with hooligan characteristics, members of Viking in the early establishment of the group were initiated into many fights in home and away games of Persib in which they demonstrated their loyalty and courage. Heru Joko, the Viking chairman stated:
We were frequently involved in brawls inside and outside the stadium at that time especially in the south stand (of Siliwangi Stadium). We fought the police, journalists, people who did not belong to our group.
We were not afraid of anybody to support Persib our way… Viking was quite brutal. We were hooligans.
But we're big now. We can't be hooligans like we used to be. It will be too chaotic. (Joko 2017, our translation from Sundanese)
The late Ayi Suparman, popularly known as Ayi Beutik, supported this and acknowledged that in the early period of Viking establishment, Viking members took pride in being hard-line hooligans. As one of Viking founders and Viking 'commander', Ayi Beutik remembered that even before youngsters became Viking members, older members of Viking would expect them to follow Persib's away games and cause disturbances (Persiana 2019) . Many of them were reported to have been involved in making each game more alive by taking part in parades before, during and after the matches and would not back down if any physical contacts such as brawls with the supporters of the opposing or rival team occurred (Sunaryadi et al. 2010 :6-9, Permana 2011 , Evan 2012 , Deli 2014 :6, Puspa 2017 . This brings us to a dated but likely deeply rooted belief that aggressive behaviour was once a characteristic of Viking members, institutionalized, and prerequired in their membership. It is a fact, however, that reconciliation efforts had been initiated and a letter of peace pledge to end their mutual hostility had been signed, but the few insults, humiliation, and the obloquies expanding and travelling online through social media platforms gently suggest and remind many other supporters that the enmity is still on. When asked about this nature of Viking as an organisation and bobotoh rivalry with jakmania, a senior Bandung journalist Wihara responded:
Viking is big now and I'm not quite sure that Heru or Viking founders actually have absolute power to control all Viking members or bobotoh. As the president Heru may have thoughts of what is good for Viking, but that does not mean he has full control over the members who have different ideas on particular matters. For example, Heru has been trying to end the rivalry between bobotoh and The Jak but it has never actually happened because the members at the grassroots level have refused to make it happen. (Wihara 2017, our translation from Indonesian) Heru acknowledged that he is 90% certain that he could end the rivalry. He needed 10% support from all the inhabitants of West Java to make it happen (Khoer 2012) .
The rivalry between bobotoh and jakmania is not the only reason why Persib matches are frequently cancelled, delayed or played in neutral venues. Being overwhelmed by goals and dissatisfied by presumed refereeing mistakes often become the reasons for some bobotoh to become agents of chaos: they light flares, let off smoke bombs, or run into the playing field in disarray in crowded stadiums. Characteristics such as toughness, courage and aggression are the key ones in the study done by Messner (1992) concerning sports that become a central site of masculine performance and introduce boys to masculine values and attitudes. As aggressive behaviours have become increasingly routine for unlawful bobotoh, here football can be perceived as a site in which masculine behaviours are continuously shaped and developed. In Bandung, definitions of 'tough guys' and 'real men' (Crane and Crane-Seeber 2003:197) Bobotoh and Persib fan clubs then become the most central sites of masculine performance and socialize boys into many of the values, attitudes, and skills valorised as masculine. To be recognized as a man, they need to associate themselves with a football club or a football fan group socially recognized as a group glorifying masculine traits such as courage and aggression (Rahmati et al. 2014:760) . The association includes seeking out horizontal ties with male peers in which they socially compare themselves to other men to attempt to conform their personal norms to meet sociocultural expectations of what it means to be a man, and "satisfactions that persons attain in the course of these associations with other people" (Festinger 1954:136) . As they conform to masculine norms and fan identity, they will gain social benefits of external gratification. In other words, a male bobotoh's involvement with a fan group notable for initiating and facilitating aggressive behaviour is one of his crucial processes of conforming to masculine norms and of self-identification among the young.
To sum up this section, football which is regarded as a stereotypical masculine sport, displays characteristics such as danger, risk, violence, speed, strength, endurance, and challenge. These characteristics, held to be required on and off the field, are highly valued by members of football fan clubs such as bobotoh and Viking that incorporate them into their own identities. For many bobotoh, conforming to these masculine values can help facilitate their acceptance into social groups. Their participation in their team's rivalry against other teams provides a proving ground for them to demonstrate their masculinity in aggressive or violent encounters, thereby furthering their chances of acceptance into their social group of choice. As highlighted above, the forms of supporting Persib are not simply a type of recreation but also a training ground in accepted male characteristics. It concurs with masculine behaviours accepted in male communities that teach boys to be tough and to continually challenge their masculine identity at every game they attend. As one of the most preferred sports in Bandung, football has found and made bobotoh and Viking media that give an exclusive and actual place for their young supporters to manifest and validate their imaginative desires for acceptance in a particular masculine community.
Bobotoh and Football Violence in Europe
As regards football violence, European clubs are increasingly attracting more support from the fans to create and promote football as a family game. In response to football violence, the clubs prepare programmes that exclude disorderly hooligan style fandom from match venues. The agenda is to create a friendlier family environment at the stadium so that children and mothers feel encouraged to attend the game. Spaaij (2005:1) found that the success in preventing football hooliganism in various different European countries relies on some good practices developed and maintained at the national or local levels by the police, governments, football clubs and football fans. These countries' intelligence operations are comparatively advanced, with national and local football intelligence officers closely monitoring the activities of hooligan groups. To help the police, British authorities, for example, have been implementing all-seater stadia to secure the safety of the supporters at football grounds. The security of the entire game inside the football grounds has also been extended with the instalment of CCTV and placements of safety officers, stewards and police officers. Outside the stadiums, the officers scrutinise the activities of groups of football hooligans, collecting information on their membership, whereabouts and intentions. They use camera recordings at 173 public spaces such as train stations to gather evidence or to further investigate cases of football hooliganism.
In preventing young fans from identifying themselves with football hooliganism, collaborative measures between local governments and football clubs in parts of Europe have been implemented. In Germany, the Netherlands, Belgium and parts of Scandinavia, as Spaaij (2005:5) explains, some fan projects give attention to the anticipation of violent confrontation and guidance campaigns at schools and offer young hooligans options for self-development.
They provide services to young supporters to improve fan behaviour, develop the atmosphere and safety at home matches and decrease the number of police officers needed at home games.
Some football clubs, particularly in Southern European and Latin American countries, have taken part in the eradication of football hooliganism, which has been termed the "English disease" involving "violent machismo" (Stott and Pearson 2007:328) . Football teams such FC Barcelona, reports Spaaij (2005:6) , have pioneered campaigns that combat football hooliganism and applied a zero tolerance strategy intended to prevent and eradicate aspects of violence from the Camp Nou stadium. As powerful agents in the prevention of football hooliganism, football fans such as those in the south of Europe have clearly condemned violence and racism and contributed to various agenda endorsing critical, positive, and expressive support to their teams.
With these collaborative good practices, attending a match is now generally a safe experience and it is highly unlikely for aggressive incidents to take place in and around the football stadium.
These kind of family and audience-oriented football games have not yet completely happened in either Indonesia in general or Bandung in particular. The police still hold a reputation for their aggressive style of policing at football games (Nurulhuda 2012 , Prasetyo 2011 . A journalist reports that jakmania have experienced policing which is too heavy-handed.
On their way to Bandung, their bus was allegedly attacked by unlawful bobotoh and the police resorted to using tear gas and real bullets to break up clashes among rival supporters. The
Indonesian Commission for Disappeared and Victims of Violence (Kontras, Komisi Untuk
Orang Hilang dan Korban Tindak Kekerasan) expressed their concerns because the disproportionate and overly aggressive measures would lead fans to feel that they are being unnecessarily treated as hooligans who had to be contained and controlled (Neonnub 2014) .
Surveillance and the use of technology are inadequate inside and outside the stadium so that monitoring supporters' activities from afar is not likely to happen. Also, unlike European club owners, PT PBB -The Persib Corporationand the police have not entirely been successful in coordinating the game inside and outside the stadium. Regardless of their 174 continuous efforts in keeping a game safe and entertaining, problems resulting from lack of crowd management, public order policing and types of football disorder still exist. To make matters worse, leaders of fan-based communities also have problems with their power at grassroots level, especially concerning rivalry. Based on personal observation at several Persib home games in 2012 and 2013, it is evident that more and more female supporters have come with their partners or spouses or female friends. They watch from the usually jam-packed North and South Bays of Siliwangi Stadium where male supporters, who usually describe themselves as the 'twelfth man', feel they play as crucial a role in the victory of the team as the players and coaching staff do. More families come with their children as well and they are no longer only found watching the game from the VIP bay as they used to. It is also noticeable that in terms of violence, Persib supporters have become less destructive and now channel more of their energy into getting behind the team. As Dada Rosada (Persib's 17 th Chairperson) claims, before 2004 supporters had always broken flower pots and store windows on the streets of Bandung whether the team won or lost its match, but there have been sharply decreasing levels of brutality and complaints particularly since 2006 (Pitoyo 2010) .
With the continuing growth in the number of Persib fans, especially younger members, there are still violent incidents relating to Persib games that have occurred in recent time. These incidents invite comments and suggestions from Persib officials and fans. For instance, after a post-game brawl between Persib and jakmania that resulted in the death of three supporters in 2012, Indra Tohir, Persib's Technical Advisor, expressed his horror at the incident and urged Persib supporters to create safe and orderly games. He also recommended that the Persib Corporation and fan clubs better organize fans and employ more strategies to ensure their safety and security (Pikiran 2012).
Pre-and post-game fan rituals, violence and harassment remain problems and their continual occurrences have become an important indication that the Persib Corporation has many tasks to do in order to make football a family game. The actions such as the street parade and wearing the same colour of shirt on Persib Day have taken on new meanings in which bobotoh express their strong emotional ties to Persib and help them reinforce their supporter's sense of identity. Persib has been selecting strategies that best exploit the fans and the corporation's potential in identifying solutions not only for stadium safety but for the safety of football business as well. 175
Conclusion
Although Persib has millions of fanatic supporters across the province of West Java, the team has become a core component of Bandung lifestyle that constantly captures the attention of people in the city. Not only that, they have a historic attachment to the existing stadia and other forms of collective memories, and to a set of particular characteristics by which they are recognized as the only discrete group supporting Persib, all of which contribute to the centrality of Persib for supporter, fan club and local ethnic identity. Bobotoh have become notorious as die-hard supporters for their devotion as well as their sometimes publicly contentious behaviour. As we perceive bobotoh as constructing identities that reflect local realities, we can then take a broader view of the building blocks constituting bobotoh fandom. In this article we have discussed the nexus of fandom, identity construction and masculinity through an in-groupout-group bias of becoming a bobotoh, Viking, Bomber, and Casual members, and explored their rivalry with jakmania to point out how local football fan clubs can give an exclusive and actual place for their young supporters catering to their needs to belong and to manifest and validate their imaginative desires for acceptance in a particular masculine community.
